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4 Few things in this world are so seemingly simple and self-explanatory and, yet, at the
same time, long overdetermined, and even obscured, by intricate layers of socioculturally
generated meaning as the naked human body. As inescapable as it is multivalent, it has
functioned,  since  the  dawn  of  humanity,  as  a  locus  of  meaning-making  processes,
spanning from the coercive and conditioning to the empowering and the liberatory. As
such, it has been “multimodally” instrumentalized to serve a wide variety of agendas;
from those pivoting on the quest for human subjectivity/ies to those pivoting on the
desire for its subjection. In the modern era, perhaps more than ever before in the course
of human history, philosophy, science, and the arts worked to invest material, moral, and
conceptual  capital  on  it,  even  when  they  sought  to  downplay  or  even  dismiss  its
importance.  The past  two hundred years  have witnessed countless  discourses  of  and
debates on nakedness, which, ultimately, multiplied and diversified our understandings
of the ever-present yet ever-elusive naked body, and which lent unprecedented visibility
to it and its many expressions. One such expression, nudism, a phenomenon spun around
the  naked  body  and  incorporating  distinct  ideas  about  the  import,  benefits,  and
significance of nakedness, forms the focus of Brian Hoffman’s Naked: A Cultural History of
American Nudism. 
5 Use of the term “phenomenon” to describe nudism seems apt here since, having read
Hoffman’s volume, one realizes that the scope, impact, and appeal of nudism, in general,
and of organized social nudism, in particular—that is, the sort of nudism around which
the volume more pronouncedly revolves—cannot be adequately captured by words such
as “idea” or “activity.” Naked speaks to a “social and cultural experience,” as the writer
puts it (ix), much more consequential than the—long practiced the world over—skinny-
dipping tradition on which it has partially built. It is an experience that has fed off and
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into the many social, cultural, and political shifts dotting the past couple of centuries, the
attendant changing individual and collective conceptions of the body, morality, sexuality,
health  and well-being,  as  well  as  the  new sociocultural  codes  that  have  emerged in
response to new needs and concerns. 
6 The  volume  comes  to  be  added  to  a  handful  of  recent  treatises  chronicling  and
commenting on the development of nudism in Europe and North America, but it is the
first to direct its investigative lens on the United States alone. Its six main chapters and
its Epilogue chart the stormy evolution of nudism in the U.S. and take the reader through
a number of landmark events, people, decisive legal struggles and decisions, as well as
formative angles and approaches to “American nudism” marking the foregoing evolution
from the late nineteenth century to the present day. 
7 The volume’s Introduction helps us navigate through the beginnings of “Going Naked” in
the U.S. Initially, it fills the reader in with respect to the first discussions that took place
among German immigrants well acquainted with the practice of nudism on the possibility
of introducing organized nudism to the U.S. in the first decades of the twentieth century.
Then, it goes on to contextualize this emerging interest in nudism and its “formalization”
as part of larger reform movements and alternative lines of thought, especially those
concerning healing, on the rise at that period. Contrary to its German counterpart—the
Nacktkultur movement—American nudism did not  feature  any explicit  associations  to
nationalist sentiments though. Yet, much like it, it defined itself, first and foremost, “as
therapeutic rather than erotic” (3). 
8 All  the same,  nudism profited from,  and its  development largely rested on,  the new
conditions (and norms) set up by the growth and eventual prevalence of the ideology of
“sexual liberalism” in the U.S.;  a set of beliefs embracing “heterosexual pleasure and
desire,” as long as these were confined to and contained by “adult, white, middle-class,
heterosexual couples within the nuclear family” (5). Hoffman underscores the “tenuous”
place that nudism occupied “within the boundaries of sexual liberalism”; one requiring
constant negotiation since public nudity and the social movement of nudism kept laying
bare the ideology’s many “contradictions and instabilities” (6). He also summarizes some
of the most deciding aspects of this negotiation, as well as some of the forms it assumed
in the course of  the twentieth century and the influences that shaped it.  The points
Hoffman raises here make up the central axes along which the discussion in each of the
following chapters unfolds, as their overview which rounds out the Introduction serves to
demonstrate.
9 The first three chapters close up on several important struggles of American nudism with
diverse  manifestations  of  a  Victorian-derived  repressive  ethics  and  politics,  well-
established in the U.S.  by the early twentieth century,  from the official  beginning of
organized nudism in 1931 to the middle of the century. Despite nudists’ repeated efforts
to frame the fledging movement within the parameters of the therapeutic paradigm, as
Chapter One illustrates, local politicians, community leaders, judges, members of moral
reform  organizations,  and  antiobscenity  activists  reacted  with  hostility  to  nudist
activities and initiatives undertaken in major U.S. cities, such as the attempt to build a
nude-sunbathing enclosure on Chicago’s Rogers Part Beach. For those people, eager to
suppress, or at least regulate, sexual expression, nudism represented one more serious
threat to public decency brought forth by the onrush of sexual liberalism. Moreover,
ethnic  tensions  and  “the  identification  of  the  urban  environment  with  commercial
activity and sex spectacle” (18) put an additional strain on nudism’s reception by the
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public.  Nudist supporters,  however,  including anticensorship advocates,  took pains to
translate “the proscription of  nudism” into “a threat  to personal  privacy” (19),  thus
setting down the main lines of a battle that was to rage for decades. 
10 In response to the moral outrage following nudists’ first attempts to carve some space for
their practice in U.S. metropolises, the movement’s advocates turned to rural areas where
they gradually created a notable network of camps, as Chapter Two informs us. Sparsely
populated, providing locations relatively insulated from the authorities as well as from
the prying eyes of negatively predisposed communities, and, most importantly, far less
morally questionable than the major cities, rural America proved hospitable to organized
nudism.  Although this  change  did  not  immune nudism from instances  of  unfriendly
reception and debates over its respectability, its religious leadership strove to tap into
“an  idealized  rural  conception  of  nudity  linked  closely  with  nature,  health,  and
recreation” (49) in order to make “social nudity more palatable to American society”
(50). This same leadership, however, enlisted the support of radicals of different shades
and hues who sought to push against the boundaries of sexual liberalism, among other
American norms, mores, and conventions, sometimes from within the context of nudism. 
11 According to Chapter Three, “[t]he coexistence of the erotic and the therapeutic” (50) in
nudism  was  made  apparent  not  only  through  the  presence  of  more  liberal-minded
participants  in  the  movement,  which  by  1936  was  represented  by  its  national
organization, the American Sunbathing Association (ASA), but also through the ways in
which the nude body was displayed in the movement’s flagship publication, Sunshine and
Health, and in relevant books. Deemed scandalous by U.S. customs agents, the illustrations
figuring in these publications met with censorship efforts by postal officials, while the
highly  charged  political  climate  of  the  period  allowed  certain  politicians  to  take
advantage  of  the  ensuing  fuss  to  undermine  adversaries  with  ties  to  the  nudist
movement. Although the movement managed to resist censorship successfully for some
time, the increasing number of suggestive images and other erotically-inflected material
appealing to men and women of various sexualities that Sunshine and Health hosted, as
part of the editors’  attempt to counterbalance the losses that the Second World War
entailed in resources,  led to new confrontations with censorship agencies in postwar
years. 
12 The discussion taken on in the third chapter branches out (and forward) in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, both directing attention to the crucial role that the nudist movement played in
the processes that determined how the naked body was to be seen,  understood,  and
consumed, as well as how sexuality was to be expressed in the U.S., in the postwar era and
beyond. Despite the fact that the movement’s flagship publication sought to appeal to the
diverse sexual interests of old, new, and prospective subscribers through its increasingly
sensual content, nudist clubs—most of them now turned into resorts aligned with Cold
War suburban culture—bent on countering accusations of lewdness and subversiveness,
and  avoiding  attendant  legal  troubles,  developed  a  sort  of  “reflex  strategy”:  they
excluded the single man and the non-white body (both threatening because possibly
sexually  transgressive)  from  their  settings  at  the  same  time  as  they  enforced  and
projected a “rigid form of heterosexuality based on family, marriage, middle-class status,
and whiteness” (132). The family- and health-oriented character of nudism that nudist
resorts aimed for, however, as well as the movement’s legal victories against censorship
to which this character contributed, were to be capitalized on by publishers and film
producers far more interested in profiting from the production and dissemination of
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erotic  content  than in nudist  principles.  The movement’s  victories  in fact  and effect
enabled the expansion of a market trading on sex and its representations. 
13 This sociocultural shift spelled out the end of sexual liberalism and the onset of sexual
liberation by the 1960s,  as Chapter 6 evinces,  at a time when new voices and values,
previously marginal, came to the forestage and promised to bring dramatic changes to
the U.S. culturescape. The nudist movement, now recast (and rebranded) by some of its
proponents as naturalism, entered into an alliance with the project of sexual liberation
and with many of its advocates and activists, mostly young men and women. Despite its
progressive momentum, however, it proved unable to balance the many different strands
of  sexual  politics,  as  well  as  the  divergent  attitudes  and  approaches  toward  them,
weaving  through  it,  including  those  of  antipornography  feminists,  left-leaning,
counterculture,  and youth-culture activists,  as well  as an older generation of nudists.
Controversies  and  incompatibilities  tearing  at  the  movement  from within  ultimately
caused its fragmentation by the end of the 1980s. In the years that followed the eruption
of “conflict and division” within the movement (212), nudism/naturalism grew explicitly
oriented  toward  “recreation,  commercialism,  and  profit”  (251),  defining  itself  “as  a
lifestyle that offered rest, relaxation, and nude recreation” (212)—a change reflected in
the  renaming  of  nudism’s  national  organization  to  American  Association  for  Nude
Recreation (AANR). 
14 The  book’s  Epilogue  accentuates  that  turn  of  events  which  it  usefully  links  with  a
recapitulation of the most important “stops” in nudism’s historical journey in the U.S.
Yet, it does not fail to also account for an even more recent development that has exerted
great influence on the way nudism operates as a social movement, as well as on the way it
markets itself and publicizes its sphere of activities and services: the intense “focus on
protecting children from sexual  predators” (255),  which generated concerns that  the
much reiterated (and traded upon) familial  character of  nudism is  no longer able to
alleviate. The nudist movement finds itself once again faced with the challenge of having
to negotiate another shift in the boundaries of sexual behavior and expression in the U.S.;
this time one centered on the need to protect,  not the moral character of America’s
youth, as was the case in the 1930s, but its psychosomatic integrity and wellbeing. 
15 One can only praise the equilibrium between composure and sensitivity that marks the
discussions with which Hoffman has enlivened the pages of this book on a matter that is
as  piquant as  it  is  unconventional.  The volume’s  well-thought and expertly executed
composition, flowing prose, and concision of argument attest to expertise, experience,
and discernment of the writer—it couldn’t have been easy avoiding being sidetracked by
the loads of interesting details that the writer must have encountered in the course of
this project’s development. This is an informative and remarkably “user-friendly” study
that will certainly appeal to Americanists and Cultural Studies scholars and students, as
well as to nudism aficionados within and without the U.S. 
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